Gray target decision making is one method of gray systematic theory for solving multiple attribute decision making problem. The weight definite method of the index in the present researches on gray target decision making is monotonous, it does not accord with the actual conditions; From the point of view of mathematical statistics in addition, the true weight coefficient of every index is a random variable, the weight coefficient that different assignment method draws is only a sample value of the true weight coefficient, and it has some uncertainty. For this reason, a method of determining the linear combination weights based on entropy, using optimization theory and Jayne's maximum entropy principle, is presented to deal with the problem of determining the weights in multiple attribute decision making. The existing grey target decision making model has been got improved and the example demonstrates the validity of this model.
Forewords
There are a large number of MADM (Multiple Attribute Decision Making) problems in such activities as the society, economy and etc. A lot of domestic and international scholars have already carried on diversified researches and discussions to MADM and have made it develop rapidly. The grey target decision making is one of the methods to solve MADM problems using the grey systematic theory. An important factor influencing the rationality of MADM is the weight of evaluation index. The existing researches of grey target decision making (documents [1, 2] ) all treat the importance of every index equally, or assign weight to every index with single subjective law. In reality, different indexes have different function in different decision, so it dose not accord with actual conditions to treat the importance of every index equally or assign weight with single subjective law and it is essential for improvement of the already existing grey target decision making model. From the point of view of mathematical statistics in addition, the true weighting coefficient of every index is a random variable, the weighting coefficient that different assignment method draws is only a sample value of the true weighting coefficient, and it has some uncertainty. For this reason, this text proposes one method giving consideration to the synthesis of subjective law and objective law, introduces Shannon entropy to describe the uncertainty brought by various kinds of assignment methods at the same time, and on this basis has set up the multiple attribute grey target decision making model. The instance analysis with this model has stated the rationality of it.
Set up of the grey target decision making model
Generally a MADM problem has a decision scheme set 
Index standardization
Because the magnitude order and dimension of every evaluation index will exist differently in actual appraisal problem and the attribute is different, some indexes require that the smaller the better, some indexes require that the greater the better, while some indexes demand to fall into a certain interval. So it is necessary to carry on the standardized treatment to the appraise matrix before appraising.
At present the commonly used index types include benefit type, cost type and interval type, etc. It is the better that benefit type index value is the greater, the better that cost type index value is the smaller, and the better that interval type index value falls into a certain interval. This text will use the principle of "reward the good and punish the bad" to standardize indexes according to reference document (Dai, Zou, Wang, Zhu & Zhou, 2000, pp. 32-36) , the basic thought is that a positive number from 0 to 1 is assigned to the index when its value is superior to the average level, while a negative number from 0 to -1 is assigned to the index when its value is inferior to the average level. 
A is benefit type index, there is the formula (1):
If j A is cost type index, there is the formula (2):
And if j A is interval type index, for example, j A belongs to the interval of [ , ] C D , there is the formula (3):
The above transform is called the "reward the good and punish the bad" transform operator, and it can transform the effect sample matrix ( ) ( )
It can be concluded that all the elements of the matrix R have no dimension and they all accord with the "reward the good and punish the bad" criterion, and that the value of every element belongs to the interval of [-1,1], ( 1, 2, , ; 1, 2, , )
is called the effect vector of the scheme i s .
The multiple attribute grey target decision making model
(1) Definition 1: Supposed that
Call the follow vector as the optimum effect vector for the multiple attribute grey target decision making, which is also called the "bull's-eye".
(2) Supposed that the vector of weight drawn through the method of linear combination weights assigning which is adopted by this text is
Definition 2: Call the follow formula as the multidimensional ellipsoid grey target regarding r as the "bull's-eye". r . The size of the "bull's-eye distance" has reflected the quality with the effect vector. The smaller the "bull's-eye distance" is, the more excellent the decision scheme is; On the contrary, the greater the "bull's-eye distance" is, the worse the decision scheme is. 
, it meets the equation
Make the vector (7) is about the linear combination weight vector.
In the above formula, the variable k x stands for the linear combination coefficient, and it accords with the equation 
(2) From the point of view of mathematical statistics, in the realistic system, the true weight coefficient of every evaluation index is a random variable, and the true weight vector that they form is a random vector. The weight vector k W can be viewed as a sample of the true weight vector, and the linear combination coefficient k x can be viewed as the probability of the true weight vector taking the sample value. So the linear combination coefficient vector x has some uncertainty and this uncertainty can be shown by the Shannon entropy:
(3) The purpose of solving for the linear combination vector is just to confirm the suitable combination coefficient vector x . So on one hand it should make the weighting "bull's-eye distances" between all schemes and the ideal scheme minimum, which means the two follow formulas should be tenable. And on the other hand, it should try its best to dispel the uncertainty with the combination coefficient vector x .
According to Jayne's greatest entropy principle, the comprehensive weight coefficient for index should make the Shannon entropy unable to fetch great, it means that the two follow formulas should be tenable. 
In the formula (15), the positive parameter 0 1 µ < < expresses the balance coefficient between two attributes, and it can be provided in advance according to the practical problem. It can be proved that this single attribute optimization problem (SP) has the only result and the result is as follows:
In the formula (17), the results of vector p and vector k p are as follows:
(4) Use the formula (7) to solve for the linear combination weight vector * W .
The multiple attribute grey target decision making algorithm
In sum, it can get the multiple attribute grey target decision making algorithm as follows: 
Demonstrated application

Brief account of the application
In order to develop the new products, five kinds of capital schemes from 1 s to 5 s have been drafted. The effect sample value of every scheme is arranged in Table 1 , and tries to arrange them in an order.
The model calculation
Among the indexes, the Expect NPV and Risk Profit are benefit type indexes while the Capital Cost and Risk Loss are cost type indexes. We utilize the method of this text to solve for the sequencing of the capital schemes, and the concrete steps are as follows:
(1) Set up the effect sample matrix according to data of 
(2) Transform the effect sample matrix into the decision making matrix according to formula (1) and formula (2) d according to the order from small to large, then can get the optimum sequencing of every scheme.
The result analysis s , so it can be thought that scheme 1 is optimum and scheme 2 takes second place. The assessment results of the other three schemes are not the same, so it can't well offer reference for making policy though single one assigning weights method. The linear combination assigning weights method adopted by this text can synthesize characteristics of various kinds of methods so better as to offer basis for making policy.
Conclusion
The choice of the weight coefficient of the evaluation index is the critical event while appraising multiple attributes system. Using optimization theory and Jayne's maximum entropy principle a method of linear combination weights assigning based on entropy is presented to deal with the problem of assigning weights in multiple attributes decision making, it considers not only the synthesis of subjective assigning weights method and objective method but also the uncertainty of different methods, and the existing grey target decision making model has been got improved. At last the demonstrated application shows the rationality and significance of this method.
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